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What NINJAL aspires to
The National Institute for Japanese Language 
and Linguistics (NINJAL) is now in the sixth and 
final year of the period of the Second Medium-Term 
that began with its conversion to an inter-university 
research institute under the umbrella of the National 
Institutes for the Humanities (NIHU). NIHU pro-
vides a new framework for comprehensive humanities 
research in areas such as history, culture, folklore, 
literature, and human interaction with the natural 
environment. NINJAL’s role is to promote humanities 
research focused on language.
Thinking back on this transition period, from its 
start in October of 2009 through the current year’s 
emphasis on disseminating our discoveries, our con-
certed efforts have resulted in steady progress toward 
becoming a full-fledged research organization. These 
six years have witnessed a wealth of publications 
aimed at general audiences as well as those intended 
for specialists, and also the creation of a variety of 
corpora and databases that can be accessed on our 
website. In addition, public lectures and forums, semi-
nars conducted outside the capital region, and events 
for schoolchildren have allowed us to communicate 
our accomplishments to the general public in a wide 
variety of different ways. The abundance of research-
related content now available online via our website 
is particular noteworthy. A major overhaul is now 
underway to make the site even more user-friendly by 
the end of this year.
Two fundamental aspects of our research activities 
over the last six years have been public service and in-
ternational collaboration. When we ponder our subject 
matter, namely, the nature of the Japanese language, 
the importance of these two key notions is apparent.
Since Japanese is the national language of Japan, 
it is critical for us to study how it is used in Japanese 
society and to make certain that our findings give 
back to the country that supports our work. For this 
reason, research on Japanese dialects and on other 
languages spoken in Japan (especially those that 
are endangered) is absolutely essential. The 2009 
UNESCO report on endangered languages explicitly 
noted the languages and dialects in Japan that are 
most threatened, and NINJAL researchers are carry-
ing out intensive surveys of the varieties native to the 
Ryukyu Islands and Hachijō-jima. These scholars are 
also cooperating with local governments to preserve 
and revitalize these disappearing varieties. NINJAL 
researchers are also working on Ainu, another of the 
languages cited in the UNESCO report.
国立国語研究所（国語研）が大学共同利用機関法人 
































If the word “society” is interpreted broadly, it can be 
refer not only to Japanese society as a whole but also 
more specifically to the scholarly community. NINJAL 
is working to put both new and existing Japanese 
language resources into electronic form and making 
them available to outside researchers. The Balanced 
Corpus of Contemporary Written Japanese is a repre-
sentative example, but corpora of Heian period liter-
ary works and of early modern texts have also been 
built. All of these corpora allow precision searching, 
and inviting interfaces have been developed to make 
them as convenient as possible.
Research on teaching Japanese to speakers of 
other languages is another link between the general 
public and the scholarly community. In the past, the 
focus was on foreigners from different cultures living 
in Japan, but NINJAL research today encompasses 
work on the communicative capabilities of learners 
of Japanese studying all over the world. An academic 
cooperation agreement with the Beijing Center for 
Japanese Studies is one example of the expanded 
scope of this research.
NINJAL’s international collaboration efforts have 
also established a network for promoting institutional 
cooperation, and partners include Oxford University, 
the Max Planck Institute for Evolutionary Anthro-
pology, and Academia Sinica. In addition, NINJAL 
actively encourages researchers to work with publish-
ers outside of Japan. One result of this push is an 
agreement with De Gruyter Mouton in Germany to 
publish an 12-volume series of handbooks, written in 
English, that cover all aspects of Japanese language 
and linguistics. The first three volumes appeared 
early in 2015, and the remaining volumes will appear 
in 2016 and beyond. This series is an unprecedented 
undertaking; there is no comparably comprehensive 
treatment of any other language. It will introduce the 
Japanese language and the scholarly work that has 
been done on it to the wider world.
Language is humankind’s most precious possession. 
It is more than just a tool for communication; it is 
part of our biological make-up, part of what makes us 
human. Strengthening Japanese language research 
will ultimately enrich Japanese society and Japanese 
culture. We ask for your continued support in our 














































There are four groups of Inter-University Research 
Institutes in Japan; they are world-class research 
institutes intended to act as hubs for promoting 
large-scale domestic and international collabora-
tive research projects. The subjects covered by the 
groups are from the natural sciences through to the 
humanities, and NINJAL belongs directly to the 
National Institutes for the Humanities (NIHU). 
The fundamental mission of NINJAL as an inter-
university research institute is two-fold:
(i) Carry out theoretical and descriptive research 
projects in collaboration with researchers at uni-
versities and institutes in Japan and abroad to 
elucidate the nature of the Japanese language.
(ii) Make a social contribution by disseminating 
research results and other relevant information 
widely to the general public as well as to special-
ists.
These two missions are carried out by four re-
search departments and three centers working in 






































Collaborative research projects, categorized into 
several types according to their nature and scale, 
are currently in progress with the active cooperation 
of leading researchers in and outside Japan. All 
these projects are organized by the four research 
departments and the Center for JSL Research and 
Information under NINJAL’s overall research theme 
of “a comprehensive research of Japanese viewed 
from the standpoint of the world’s languages”.
Joint Usage
To facilitate joint use by scholars at universities 
and research institutes in Japan and throughout 
the world, NINJAL provides various research ma-




































Comprehensive Research on Japanese








































International Research Cooperation and Social Contribution
NINJAL’s academic activities are built on two ba-
sic concepts: international research cooperation and 
social contribution.
International Research Cooperation
As an international hub for research on the Japa-
nese language, linguistics, and Japanese language 
education for non-native speakers, NINJAL places 
special emphasis on the promotion of international 
research cooperation with overseas institutes and 
conferences.
Cooperation with the University of Oxford
At almost the same time as the start of NIN-
JAL’s project for the design of a historical corpus, 
the Research Centre for Japanese Language and 
Linguistics at the University of Oxford began the 
construction of an old Japanese corpus. Since then, 
the two institutes have exchanged know-how so as to 
make the process of corpus building more efficient. 
This will lead to the production of feasible corpora 
that can be used worldwide.
Cooperation with the Beijing Center for Japa-
nese Studies
To further academic exchanges and collaboration, 
NINJAL concluded an agreement with the Beijing 
Center for Japanese Studies. 
The two institutes are developing a corpus of 
Chinese learners’ Japanese, and conducting an 


























Cooperation with the Academia Sinica
For the promotion of scholarly activities of mutual 
interest and with the objective of furthering linguis-
tics research in East Asia, NINJAL and the Insti-
tute of Linguistics (Academia Sinica) have agreed to 
engage in academic cooperation.
International Survey of Japanese Oral Docu-
ments Overseas
For the purpose of providing new research ma-
terials, NINJAL surveys Japanese oral documents 
overseas in cooperation with foreign universities, 
museums and other research institutions.
International Symposia and International Con-
ferences
In addition to regular international symposia that 
are held every year, NINJAL plays host to interna-
tional conferences on linguistics that are based in 
other countries.
Handbooks of Japanese Language and Lin-
guistics Series
NINJAL has made an academic cooperation 
agreement with De Gruyter Mouton, a world lead-
ing publishing company renowned for high-quality 
linguistics books and journals.
As a starter, we publish the Handbooks of Japa-
nese Language and Linguistics Series. This series, 
comprising twelve volumes with about 700 pages per 
volume, surpasses all currently available reference 
works on Japanese in both scope and depth, and 
provides a comprehensive survey of nearly the entire 
field of Japanese linguistics.
Invitation of Overseas Scholars
NINJAL actively invites leading researchers from 
Japan and abroad as resident researchers, in order 
to develop international research activities and re-
search exchanges. 
Also, NINJAL accepts foreign researchers who 


























ク，Handbooks of Japanese 














Research Dissemination and Public Outreach
国際的研究協力と社会貢献
International Research Cooperation and Social Contribution
Social Contribution
The results of academic research at NINJAL are 
broadly shared with the general public as well as 
with researchers. The following activities deserve 
special mention for their social significance.
Research on Endangered Dialects in Japan
Among the endangered languages in the world 
listed in the UNESCO red book (2009) are eight 
languages/dialects spoken in Japan. NINJAL is 
pursuing comprehensive investigations into these 
dialects to preserve them in digitized form before 
they disappear. This project is expected to contribute 
to global research on language endangerment as well 
as to help activate the local communities where these 
dialects are spoken.
Expansion of Japanese Corpora
NINJAL develops various language resources in 
electronic form and makes them publicly available. 
NINJAL’s Balanced Corpus of Contemporary Writ-
ten Japanese (BCCWJ) is now available. Comprising 
one hundred million words, it is comparable with the 
existing corpora of English and other languages and 
makes it possible not only for specialists of Japanese 
linguistics but also for teachers, learners of Japanese 
and other interested users to grasp the actual use of 
written Japanese. Following BCCWJ, a new project 
has been launched that will ultimately house tens of 
billions of words.
Japanese Language Education in Multicultural 
Communities
The recent increase in the number of foreign 
students and foreign residents in Japan has resulted 
in diverse needs for the teaching and learning of 
Japanese as a second (foreign) language. Accord-
ingly, multiple approaches to the contents and 
methods of JSL teaching must be urgently explored. 
This program pursues an extensive empirical study 
of learners’ communicative abilities in Japanese and 
thereby aims to present material that will be useful 
and effective in the improvement of JSL education 






































NINJAL serves the public by presenting its ongo-
ing research through a variety of programs, some 
designed for specialists, some for general audiences, 
and some for young people.
For Specialists ─────────────
●NINJAL…International…Symposia
NINJAL holds international symposia dealing 
with topics of current interest on which excellent 
research is being carried out within the Institute 
and in collaboration with other institutions. By in-
volving researchers from abroad, the symposia serve 
to deepen understanding of the issues and to commu-
nicate recent advances to the international scholarly 
community.
●NINJAL…Colloquia
The NINJAL Colloquium series invites distin-
guished domestic and foreign researchers to talk 
about cutting-edge research findings in various fields 
of Japanese language, linguistics, and Japanese 
language education. The colloquia are open to the 
public, so please feel free to join us whether you are a 
teacher or a graduate student.
●NINJAL…Salons
The NINJAL Salon provides an opportunity 
primarily for researchers working at the Institute 
(including project collaborators) to introduce their 
work to colleagues and exchange information.
●Collaborative…Research…Project…Meetings… and…
Symposia
Each project group holds a meeting or symposium 
several times a year at which interim reports on the 






































Research Dissemination and Public Outreach
For the General Public ─────────
●NINJAL…Forums
In an effort to contribute actively not just to the 
scholarly community but to society at large, the 
Institute sponsors the NINJAL Forum to keep the 
general public informed about the results of the re-
search being carried out within the Institute and in 
collaboration with other institutions. Previous Forum 
themes have included Japanese language education, 
dialects, writing, and history.
●NINJAL…Seminars
The NINJAL Seminar provides an opportunity for 
the participants in a collaborative project to present 
their research in a variety of formats to the general 
public.
●Exploring…the…Japanese…Language
Every summer, NINJAL holds an open house 
event. As “NINJAL Researchers for a Day”, young-
sters encounter the mysteries of language through 


















































For Students and Pupils ─────────
●NINJAL…Career…Exploration…Program
(for…junior-high…and…high-school…students)
Designed for junior-high and high-school students, 
this program aims to convey the wonder and the joy 
of learning by introducing students to research 




This program encourages elementary-school pupils 














This… is…a…database…of…articles…dealing…with… the…Japanese… language… that…have…appeared…













































Comprising… over…2,700… verb-verb… compound… verbs… of… contemporary… Japanese,… this…
database…provides…useful… information…on… their… linguistic… features.… In…addition… to…Japanese…


















This…web…application…provides… typological… information…on…the… formal… relationship…between…
lexical…pairs…of… transitive…and… intransitive…verb,… in… selected…world… languages… including…
Japanese,…in…the…form…of…a…displayed…map…and…charts.
≪刊行物　Publications≫














This… is…published… twice…a…year,…with…a…view… to…promoting… research…at…




























































This… is…a…corpus…of…utterances…spoken…by… learners…of…Japanese…as…a…second… language.…







This…database…was…compiled…by… the… late…Hideo…Teramura,…who… laid… the… foundation… for…











































The Research Library of NINJAL collects and 
stores mainly research materials and linguistic 
resources concerning Japanese language studies and 
the Japanese language, as well as related fields such 
as Japanese language education, linguistics, etc.
This is the only library specialized in the Japanese 
language and linguistics in Japan.
●Open Monday to Friday
 Hours: 9:30 to 17:00
●Closed on Saturdays, Sundays, public holidays, the 
New Year holidays, and the last Friday of each month
●Special Collections
 Tojo bunko (dialects), Ota bunko (dialects), Hoshina 
bunko (language issues), Kenbo bunko (dictionaries), 
Kanamozikai bunko (characters/notation), Fujimura 
bunko (phonology), Hayashi bunko (Japanese Lin-
guistics), Koshimizu bunko (pedagogical studies of 
the Japanese Language), Nakamura bunko (Japa-
nese Linguistics), etc.
●Document Copying Service
We are members of the inter-library document copy-
ing service (NACSIS-ILL) of the National Institute of 
Informatics.


















Graduate School of Language and Society at 
Hitotsubashi University
NINJAL and the Center for Global Education, 
Hitotsubashi University, cooperate in the graduate 
program in teaching Japanese as a second language 
administered by the Graduate School of Language 
and Society, Hitotsubashi University. The objective 
of the program is to nurture effective Japanese lan-
guage teachers who possess thorough knowledge of 
different aspects of Japan in order to play an active 
role in Japanese language education in Japan and 
overseas.
NINJAL Tutorials
The purpose of the NINJAL Tutorials is to foster 
and support young researchers. This is a part of 
the Inter-University Research Institute's mission of 
"cooperation with society, contribution to society, and 
fostering of young researchers". A NINJAL Tutorial 
session is a training session where expert research-
ers provide instruction in current research methods 
and results.
Special Joint Research Fellows
NINJAL accepts graduate students as special joint 
research fellows on request from their universities. 
Fellows can utilize NINJAL’s facilities and materials 
and receive instruction from NINJAL's staff.
Employment Opportunities for Outstanding 
Post-Doctoral Researchers
Doctoral degree recipients are hired as researchers 




























Department of Linguistic Theory and Structure
The Department of Linguistic Theory and Struc-
ture pursues theoretical, empirical, and experi-
mental studies on modern Japanese, including its 
grammar, phonetics, phonology, lexicon, morphology, 
semantics, pragmatics, discourse, and writing.
To illuminate the characteristics of Japanese, 
it is vital to compare it with other languages in 
the world, according to theoretical principles. This 
department aims at conducting comprehensive 
research on modern Japanese, included in its scope 
are brain science and language acquisition.
Currently, collaborative research projects on the 
Japanese lexicon are in progress with a primary 
focus on its phonological, syntactic, semantic, and 
morphological aspects, as well as on modeling the 















Phonological Characteristics of the 
Japanese Lexicon
Project leader: KUBOZONO Haruo
This project investigates the phonetic and 
phonological properties of Japanese, placing its 
main focus on sokuon (geminate consonants) 
and accent. It aims to clarify the main char-
acteristics of the language in comparison with 
other languages of the world. With reference to 
sokuon, the project attempts to illuminate the 
rhythmic structure of Japanese and the percep-
tual strategies that its native speakers employ 
by revealing the linguistic conditions on sokuon 
in loanwords and their phonetic/phonological 
bases. Results of this study can hopefully be 
applied to the teaching of Japanese as a second 
language as well as to education for people with 
language impairments. Research on accent, on 
the other hand, studies the prosodic systems of a 
variety of Japanese dialects in comparison with 
languages having other accent and tone lan- 
guages, such as Ainu, Korean, Chinese and Ki-
kuyu.
The main activities of this research project 
include research meetings and international sym-
posia, both of which are to be held on a regular ba-
sis. Its research results will be presented at these 
international symposia and published in English 
in the form of a monograph from a domestic or 
overseas publisher. This project is also carried out 
in close collaboration with the research project led 
by Nobuko Kibe on endangered Japanese dialects, 
supporting and reinforcing this descriptive project 





















・ Lingua (2012) Vol. 122, No. 13. Special issue on 
‘Varieties of Pitch Accent Systems’
・ Journal of East Asian Linguistics (2013) Vol. 22, 
No. 4. Special issue on ‘Japanese Geminate Ob-
struents’
・ Mouton Handbook of Japanese Phonetics and 




Because of its intricate composition (including 
native Japanese, Sino-Japanese, foreign, and 
mimetic words), the Japanese lexicon presents 
a variety of intriguing properties that make it 
particularly interesting to linguists. The goal of 
this project is to examine the typological charac-
teristics of the Japanese lexicon theoretically from 
a variety of different perspectives. The research 
agenda extends beyond the forms of individual 
words to the roles that words play in semantic 
and syntactic structure. It also includes historical 
change and comparison with Japanese dialects 
and with other languages. The project collabora-
tors work together but are also divided into teams, 
with each team focusing on one of the following 
topics.
(A) property and event predications
(B) valency class alternations
(C) verb-verb compound verbs
(D) interactions of lexicon and syntax/semantics
Team A has published The World of Property 
Predications (Kurosio, 2012). Team (B) is working 
with the Max Planck Institute for Evolutionary 
Anthropology on two collections of papers: Valency 
Classes in the World’s Languages (De Gruyter 
Mouton, 2015), compiled at Max Planck, and 
Transitivity and Valency Alternations (De Gruyter 
Mouton, 2016), compiled at NINJAL. Team C 
has produced an online dictionary “Compound 
Verb Lexicon” with English, Chinese, and Korean 
translations, and has published a collection of 
cutting-edge research papers on compound verbs 
(Hituzi, 2013). In addition, Oxford University 
Press will be publishing selected papers from a 
2013 international symposium on compound verbs. 
Team D is preparing The Handbook of Japanese 
Lexicon and Word Formation for the Handbooks 



















マックスプランク側の論文集（Valency Classes in the 
World’s Languages, De Gruyter Mouton, 2015）と国
語研側の論文集（Transitivity and Valency Alterna-






（D）については，成果の一部が Handbook of Japanese 
Lexicon and Word Formationとして刊行される。
〔共同研究員所属〕
国内：17機関29名　海外：4機関4名
Syntactic, Semantic, and Morphological
Characteristics of the Japanese Lexicon









東京 ma.KU.DO.NA.ru.do 鹿児島 ma.ku.do.na.RU.do
大阪 ma.ku.do.NA.ru.do 都城（宮崎県） ma.ku.do.na.ru.DO
長崎 MA.KU.DO.NA.RU.DO 甑島（鹿児島県） MA.KU.DO.na.RU.do
1918 理論・構造研究系理論・構造研究系
In this project, basic research is carried out to 
contribute to the modeling of the environment 
concerning the Japanese written language.
To clarify the reality of the physical character 
environment, we analyze usage of characters in 
newspapers, magazines, books, dictionaries, and 
character encoding standards, and also explore 
the mechanism of human cognition of written 
language.
This project builds up a model of the physical 
character environment and mental lexicon based 
on cognitive science.
Language policy, social frequency, exposure 
frequency, familiarity, preference, and the norma-
tive consciousness of character are very important 
in order to make a model of the environment con-
cerning the Japanese written language.
We provide not only academic research activities 
concerning written language communication, but 
also a new theoretical foundation of kanji learning 
study for students learning Japanese as a second 
language (http://japanese.iiiep.kg/).
In addition, empirical and theoretical studies 
conduct collaborative research with the Institute 
of Statistical Mathematics.
We review research trends in science fields or 
overseas, to develop a methodology that can con-
tribute to statistics in addition to language change 
research. The findings of the modeling of the 
written language environment apply to research 
of spoken language change. New developments in 
mathematical linguistics and social linguistics 
lead to the creation of interdisciplinary areas be-



























Modeling of the Ecology of Writing 
and Its Application to Sociolinguistics












The ultimate goal of the project is to produce 
a rendaku “encyclopedia”, treating all aspects of 
rendaku-related research. The topics covered will 
include: (1) the historical origin and development 
of rendaku, (2) rendaku and orthography, (3) 
segmental factors (Lyman’s Law, etc.), (4) rendaku 
and vocabulary strata, (5) rendaku and mor-
phological/semantic structure (the right-branch 
condition, etc.), (6) interactions between rendaku 
and accent, (7) rendaku and linguistic theory, (8) 
psycholinguistic studies of rendaku, (9) the acqui-
sition of rendaku by first- and second-language 
learners, (10) dialect differences in rendaku, (11) 
rendaku from a cross-linguistic perspective, (12) 
the history of rendaku research. The encyclopedia 
will also contain a comprehensive bibliography of 
relevant research.
The main activities of the project will include re-
search meetings and international symposia, both 
held on a regular basis, and the research results 
that emerge will be incorporated into the ency-
clopedia. Rather than just a collection of papers 
by different authors, the project leader will work 
on each chapter with the contributors to make 
sure that the final project is a unified whole. The 
encyclopedia will be published in Japanese, but a 
collection of papers in English, written by project 
members, will also be published. In addition, in col-
laboration with the Oxford Corpus of Old Japanese 
project carried out in the U.K., an Old Japanese 
rendaku database will be made publically available 
for use in research on the history of rendaku.
The Japanese Lexicon:
A Rendaku Encyclopedia



























鳥 　/tori/ とり ‘bird’
鳥籠 /tori+kago/　　 とりかご ‘birdcage’




Language always encompasses variation in any 
period and any region, because it is used by various 
people, in various situations, and for various pur-
poses. The richness of linguistic varieties reflects 
the mental and cultural richness of the people who 
use them.
With a view to clarifying the geographical and 
social variation of Japanese in the present and 
the past, as well as the mechanism of historical 
development, the Department of Language Change 
and Variation is engaged in collaborative research 
addressed to the nationwide distribution of dialects, 
the endangered dialects in Amami, Ryukyu, and 
Hachijo, the dynamics of contemporary Japanese, 














Department of Language Change and Variation
As a result of globalization, minor languages 
around the world are on the verge of extinction. In 
February 2009, UNESCO published a list of en-
dangered languages in the world including eight 
languages/dialects in Japan, among which are the 
dialects of Yonaguni, Miyako, Okinawa, Amami, 
and Hachijo. These dialects are of great value not 
only for the study of regional dialects but also for 
historical linguistics and general linguistics be-
cause they often retain features of older Japanese 
that are already lost in other dialects, thereby 
exhibiting seemingly ‘exotic’ language systems. 
The theoretically interesting question of how 
these dialects diverged so much as to be mutually 
unintelligible between not-so-distant communities 
is also an issue deserving study.
The research team consisting of specialists 
experienced in fieldwork on these endangered 
dialects seeks to explain their features and clarify 
the processes that have produced these diverse 
variants. Audio-visually recorded data of these 
dialects will be made available to the public from 
the NINJAL website, with a view to promoting a 
better understanding of these dialects.
This project has carried out joint surveys in 
Kikai-jima, Okinoerabu-jima, Yoron-jima (Ka-
goshima prefecture), Kume-jima, Miyako-jima 
(Okinawa prefecture), and Hachijo-jima (Tokyo 
prefecture). The research reports of surveys and 
sound files of basic vocabulary have been released 
on the web in order.
General Research for the Study and 
Conservation of Endangered Dialects 
in Japan
Project leader: KIBE Nobuko
〔概要〕
グローバル化が進む中，世界中の少数言語が消滅の



































Exploring Variation in Contemporary 
Japanese: Multiple Approaches































This project explores the dynamics and direc-
tion of linguistic variation and change observed in 
contemporary Japanese (1920s up to the present) 
through multiple innovative approaches, analyz-
ing a wide range of phenomena from phonetics 
and lexicon to grammar and orthography. In the 
process, an attempt will be made to explore brand-
new linguistic data (e.g., various kinds of corpora) 
using a set of innovative survey and analysis 
methods, and thus promote a synthesis of lexicol-
ogy and sociolinguistics. Based on these concrete 
data and methodologies, the project aims at estab-
lishing a firm research foundation for observation 
and analysis from the multiple viewpoints of the 





Field Research Project to Analyze 
the Formation Process of Japanese 
Dialects






















This research project is a collaboration of dia-
lect researchers working all over Japan on 500 
places who share collected data to clarify how the 
distribution of Japanese dialects has developed.
More than 50 years ago, dialectologists includ-
ing members of the old NINJAL started detailed 
research on regional differences of Japanese by 
plotting dialect maps based on the geolinguistic 
method. While a number of detailed regional 
maps have been created mainly at individual uni-
versities, The Linguistic Atlas of Japan and The 
Grammar Atlas of Japanese Dialects, published by 
NINJAL, are the most comprehensive atlases of 
Japanese dialects compiled to date.
The basic principle in explaining dialect dis-
tribution is the “dialect radiation theory,” which 
holds that new change spreads from the center 
to the periphery. This theory, however, has not 
been sufficiently verified with empirical data. By 
exploiting results from the research method of 
dialect distribution, which has a long history in 
Japan, the process of distributional changes over 
time can be clarified with greater precision. This 
project thus aims to pioneer dynamic research 
that will illuminate distribution changes of dia-

















Comprehensive Research Based on 
Large-Scale, Long-Term Studies of 
Japanese




















For more than half a century, NINJAL has been 
carrying out long-term (longitudinal) surveys on 
the use of the standard language and of honorific 
forms in Tsuruoka (Yamagata Prefecture), in Oka-
zaki (Aichi Prefecture), and in Furano (Hokkaidō). 
Using the same instruments in the same locations 
with the same participants over the course of 
many years, this research effort has no parallel 
anywhere else in the world. Based on the birth 
years of the many speakers who have been inter-
viewed, we can say that this research has allowed 
us to observe language change spanning well over 
a century. We can see real-time changes (from the 
successive surveys in each location), apparent-
time changes (from the differences between speak-
ers of different ages at any one time), and changes 
across the lifespans of individual speakers who 
have been interviewed more than once. This abun-
dant information on trends in standardization and 
in honorific usage can make significant contribu-
tions to our theoretical understanding of language 
change in general.
Through a comprehensive analysis of the diverse 
data that these large-scale surveys have yielded, 
the present project aims to construct a theory that 
can provide statistical forecasts of future changes 








A Diachronic Contrastive Study of 
Japanese Interrogatives




























Centered on interrogatives, this study explores 
historical changes in the syntactic structure of the 
Japanese language. While interrogative construc-
tions are relevant to the foundation of the syntac-
tic structure of Japanese and of profound interest, 
there are few studies that survey interrogatives 
from a diachronic perspective. An investigation 
of the history of interrogatives has the potential 
to vastly increase our knowledge of the syntactic 
structure of the Japanese language.
More precisely, the study will:
1. Examine the change of Nomura’s ‘word order 
constraints’ based on Old and Early-middle 
Japanese literature through historical 
corpora, and establish hypotheses about the 
changes of syntactic structure, 
2. Carry out syntactic and semantic research 
on the difference between interrogatives 
that can construct ‘kakari-musubi’ and those 
which cannot, 
3. Look into the loss of ‘kakari-musubi’ and its 
relationship to the development of replace-
ment sentence patterns, 
4. Study the origin and further developments of 
indirect interrogatives, 
5. Investigate the relationship between inter-
rogatives with ‘no’ and those without.
The above research is mainly corpus-based. 
Moreover, in combination with contrastive studies 
of interrogatives and focus constructions in mod-
ern dialects and languages around the world, it is 
expected to bring greater validity to the theory.
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Data and theory are both indispensable for scien-
tific research. Creation of a vision for new data is 
necessary for the design of high-quality resources, 
and unbiased data is vital for the construction of a 
new theory.
In the Department of Corpus Studies, three basic 
research projects are currently in progress: research 
on corpus annotation for existing corpora, design of 
a diachronic Japanese corpus, and research on the 
foundations of Japanese corpus linguistics.
Construction of language resources as repre-
sented by large corpora requires far more effort 
than individual researchers or individual university 
laboratories can afford. The Center for Corpus De-
velopment, in close cooperation with the Department 
of Corpus Studies, undertakes the development and 
construction of NINJAL language resources, includ-
ing the Corpus of Historical Japanese and UniDic, 
and makes them available to researchers in the field 
of Japanese linguistics. The Center is also in charge 
of the maintenance of corpora developed in the past, 
such as the Balanced Corpus of Contemporary Writ-
ten Japanese, the Corpus of Spontaneous Japanese 
and the Taiyo Corpus.
言語資源研究系
Department of Corpus Studies
コーパスアノテーションの基礎研究
プロジェクトリーダ ：ー前川喜久雄（研究系長・教授）
Basic Research on Corpus 
Annotation




















The value of a corpus is a function of its size and 
the quality of its annotation. Placing a special fo-
cus on the latter, this project pursues various pos-
sibilities of corpus annotation to further increase 
the effectiveness of existing corpora, thereby 
contributing to the standardization of various an-
notation schemes for the Japanese language.
The annotations under investigation include the 
argument structure of predicates, clause bounda- 
ry classification, word-sense tagging, modality 
tagging, and multi-word structure tagging, among 
others. Although most of these annotations are 
for written or transcribed texts, the project is not 
limited to written language. Annotation of spoken 





Design of a Diachronic Corpus



































As an initial step in the development of the Dia-
chronic Corpus at NINJAL, this project carries 
out basic research on the design of a corpus of pre-
modern Japanese. Based on representative texts 
from several periods ranging from ancient times 
to modern times, an experimental model of the 
Diachronic Corpus will be created, with the main 
focus on the following three points which will lead 
to the actual construction of a partial corpus.
(1) The grounds for selecting materials for the 
corpus.
(2) How classical texts can be digitized, and what 
kinds of information (variant texts, text nota-
tions, variant characters, quotations, writing 
styles, etc.) should be added.
(3) How the morpheme analysis corresponding to 
the vocabulary and grammar of each period 
and each writing style is conducted.
This project puts its efforts into releasing the 
model corpora into academic community, and 
studies the history of Japanese based on the model 
corpora.
This project is being carried out in collaboration 
with the pre-modern Japanese corpus project at 














Foundations of Corpus Japanese 
Linguistics























Access to various Japanese corpora has become 
much easier recently. It is assumed, however, that 
most researchers of Japanese linguistics are not 
sufficiently experienced in corpus analysis. It is 
hard for them to enter the field of corpus Japanese 
linguistics, because no standard research meth-
odology has so far been established. To establish 
a sound research methodology, we are conducting 
leading-edge research with two research groups: 
the speech and dialogue study group and the lexi-
cal, syntactic, stylistic and historical study group. 
While the research programs of the two groups 
are mutually independent, in order to promote the 
corpus-based study of Japanese, they annually 
host a joint research meeting that is open to all 
researchers.
Publication sub-corpus




Books registered in at least 13 public libraries 
in Tokyo, published during 1986-2005
30 million words
Special-purpose sub-corpus
Internet bulletin board, whitepapers, textbooks, best selling books, 









Universals and Crosslinguistic 
Variations in the Semantic Structure 
of Predicates









































‘Transitivity’ is one of the most important seman-
tico-syntactic properties of predicates. The main goal 
of this project is to shed light on how semantic tran-
sitivity is reflected in (i) the construal of an event, 
and (ii) the linguistic encoding of the event. Through 
detailed investigations of about 35 languages around 
the globe (including Japanese) and crosslinguistic 
comparisons among these languages, we aim to 
make a contribution to the understanding of transi-
tivity in individual languages as well as shed light 
on the unity and diversity underlying human lan-
guages. Furthermore, with a view to incorporating 
the insights of theoretical studies into pedagogical 
practice, we will be developing an online handbook 
of basic Japanese verbs, in which we describe the 
semantico-syntactic behavior of polysemous verbs in 
great detail.
To achieve these goals the project consists of 3 
teams: (A) the Linguistic typology team, (B) the 
Psycholinguistics team and (C) the Handbook Com-
pilation team.
(A) The Linguistic typology team: Starting with 
the morphological relationship between transitive 
and intransitive verbs, and based on primary data 
researchers in this group provide detailed morpho-
syntactic descriptions of canonical and non-canonical 
events encoded with transitive and intransitive 
verbs. Moreover, crosslinguistic studies are carried 
out with a view to unraveling the similarities and 
differences among languages of the world with re-
spect to transitivity (http://watp.ninjal.ac.jp/en/).
(B) The Psycholinguistics team: By eliciting lin-
guistic responses using non-linguistic stimuli (such 
as video clips, questionnaires) members of this group 
aim to shed light on the relationship between percep-
tion of the external world and the use of language 
in general and the use of transitive and intransitive 
verbs in particular.
(C) The Handbook Compilation team: This group 
is developing a corpus-based, online handbook of 
basic Japanese verbs for teachers (native as well as 






















The Department of Crosslinguistic Studies 
(CLSD) investigates the outstanding features of the 
Japanese language in comparison with the other 
languages of the world. The department and its af-
filiated researchers currently carry out typological 
research on approximately 40 languages, from East 
and Southeast Asia to Oceania, South Asia, North 
and Central America, Africa, and Europe.
In the past, research in linguistic typology has 
tended to take European languages as its point of 
departure. In contrast, researchers in the CLSD 
often take as their initial reference points salient 
features of Japanese, which we then seek to identify 
and compare with features of other languages. Our 
ultimate goal is to clarify what Japanese can tell us 
about the world’s languages and what the world’s 
languages tell us about Japanese, from both syn-
chronic and diachronic viewpoints.
Verbs and verbal expressions are key concepts 
in the ongoing synchronic research in the divi-
sion, which includes projects investigating the 
verbal transitivity, crosslinguistic variation in the 
expression of motion. The CLSD sponsors much 
experimental and descriptive research in the field. 
Diachronic research in the division centers on defin-
ing a Northeast Asian sprachbund including Japa-
nese. The department also has a developing focus on 
descriptive and typological research on Ainu.
言語対照研究系

























In light of the wide range of current issues sur-
rounding the teaching and learning of Japanese as a 
second (foreign) language (JSL), the Center for JSL 
Research and Information aims to gather information 
on JSL research being done inside and outside Japan 
and disseminate it online for global use, together 
with the results of empirical studies carried out at 
NINJAL on non-native speakers' communicative 
abilities in Japanese.
With the constant increase of learners of Japanese 
living in and outside Japan, learners' needs with 
respect to Japanese are becoming more diverse and 
more varied at schools, in society, and at workplaces. 
Under these circumstances, it is increasingly im-
portant to address the issues of what form Japanese 
teaching and learning should take to meet the de-
mands of multicultural communities and the issues 
of how Japanese proficiency should be developed in 
communication.
By paying special attention to the fact that Japan 
is growing into a multilingual and multicultural so-
ciety with a great number of international residents 
trying to acquire skills in Japanese, the Center will 
make broad contributions to both academic and prac-
tical issues involving the teaching and learning of 
Japanese as a foreign language.
日本語教育研究・情報センター




Typological and Historical/Comparative 
Research on the Languages of the Japanese 
Archipelago and Environs



































Languages of Northeast Asia show character-
istics of a linguistic area or sprachbund. Shared 
typological features include largely head final 
constituent order, a high degree of morphological 
agglutination, and retracted tongue root [RTR] 
harmony. In the diachronic realm, shared features 
include a notable tendency for nominalized clauses 
to be reanalyzed as main clauses. In the southeast 
are languages (Japanese, Korean) with no pri-
mary laryngeal consonantal contrast, lexical pitch 
accent, and almost complete dependent marking. 
On the northern and western peripheries lan-
guages are predominantly dependent marking.
The project applies a typological perspective on 
the languages of the Northeast Asian sprachbund. 
It encompasses a “morphosyntax team”, a “phono-
logical reconstruction team”, and a team focusing 
on Ainu. Together, these teams seek to add a 
diachronic dimension to the long tradition of so-
phisticated descriptive research on the languages 
Northeast Asia in Japan. 
The morphosyntax team focuses on nominaliza-
tion, as can be seen in Korean, Tungusic, Mon-
golic, Turkic, and Nivkh and Japanese. A major 
topic of interest for this team is the relationship 
between clausal nominalizations and focus con-
structions, as found in Yukaghir, many Ryūkyūan 
languages, and earlier Japanese.
The phonological reconstruction re-evaluates 
existing reconstructions of families such as 
Tungusic and Ainu in light of current research. 
Research on reconstruction will be carried out in 
cooperation with scholars working on the recon-
struction of Japanese and Ryūkyūan.
The Ainu team, seeks to clarify the properties 
of Ainu from a typological perspective, focusing on 
topics as noun modification, applicative and caus-
ative structures, incorporation, and the general 












Research on Language and 
Education for Communication



















The purpose of this project is to elucidate the 
psychological process involved in communication.
Specifically, the project will focus on the com-
prehension (listening and reading) competence of 
Japanese non-native speakers (NNS). By inter-
viewing NNS, and asking what they comprehend 
when they listen or read Japanese sentences, the 
process of comprehension and the difficulties in-
volved will be investigated.
In addition, research will also be carried out on 
the psychological process beyond comprehension, 
i.e. the interpretation and the assessment of the 
comprehended content. 














Study on Teaching and Learning 
Japanese as a Second Language 
in a Multicultural Society

















In collaboration with a wide range of disciplines, 
such as research on second language acquisition, 
contrastive linguistics, sociolinguistics, psycho-
linguistics, and corpus linguistics, this project 
conducts empirical studies on various issues in the 
education and learning of Japanese as a second 
language in a multicultural society. Specifically, 
we will investigate learners’ communicative 
competence to determine regularities in second 
language acquisition, which will become the 
foundation for future Japanese second language 
instruction and evaluation.
In its execution the project is divided into the 
following three interactive themes:
(1) Research on the acquisition of Japanese as a 
second language in different learning environ-
ments
(2) Interdisciplinary study on learning Japanese 
dialog and the reality of the language life of 
foreign permanent residents in Japan






























To promote advanced collaborative research, the 
Center for Research Resources collects and provides 
a wide variety of Japanese linguistic resources to 
scholars in Japan and throughout the world. The 
Center’s mission includes:
・Releasing information via website.
・Providing various databases of Japanese linguis-
tics.
・Development of the Bibliographic Database of 
Japanese Language Research.
・Publication of NINJAL Project Review and NIN-
JAL Research Papers.
・Collecting and offering for public perusal NIN-
JAL research resources.
研究情報資料センター

























  日本語の大規模自発音声コーパス。750 万語。形態
論情報ほか多くの付加情報付。
・太陽コー パス
















The Center for Corpus Development undertakes 
the design, development, and maintenance of various 
language resources in an effort to foster collabora-
tive research, working in close cooperation with the 
Department of Corpus Studies. Among the resources 
now publicly available are:
• Balanced Corpus of Contemporary Written Japa-
nese (BCCWJ)
 the first balanced corpus for Japanese (100 mil-
lion words)
• UniDic
 an electronic dictionary for processing spoken 
Japanese (200,000 words)
• Corpus of Spontaneous Japanese (CSJ)
 a large-scale corpus of spontaneous spoken Japa-
nese (7.5 million words)
• Taiyō Corpus
 a corpus of selected articles published between 
1895 and 1925 in the popular magazine Taiyō (7 
million words)
• Modern Women’s Magazine Corpus
 a corpus of selected articles published between 
1895 and 1925 in women’s magazines (1 million 
words)
• Meiroku Zasshi Corpus
 a corpus of all text in Meiroku Zasshi, which is 
an academic journal in the early Meiji period.
• Historical Corpus of Japanese 
 classical literary works like The Tale of Genji (0.8 
million words)
• Bunrui Goihyō
 a representative thesaurus of Japanese (96,000 
words)
The Center is now working on a diachronic corpus 
of the Japanese language, and plans are underway to 
develop an ultra-large-scale web text corpus of tens of 
billions of words.
コーパス開発センター




















































































































As well as active projects, the research results of 
finished projects are open in the form of publications 

















































































































National Institutes for the Humanities (NIHU)
国語研が所属する人間文化研究機構は，国語研を含め，


















































The National Institutes for the Humanities (NIHU) 
is made up of six inter-university research institutes 
including NINJAL. While conducting basic research 
to fulfill their respective founding purposes, these 
institutes interact in a complementary fashion, 
transcending the frameworks of previous scholarship. 
They make up a comprehensive inter-university re-
search complex in which study in the human sciences 
is informed by the perspective of study of the natural 
environment.
《Activities of NIHU》
The most pressing tasks in the twenty-first century 
are the coexistence of all peoples in the world and the 
survival of humankind on this planet. The human 
sciences continue to hold the keys for addressing 
these difficult challenges. NIHU promotes the devel-
opment of new fields of study in the human sciences 
and research activities aimed at development of 
advanced and international research.
NINJAL is now preparing for expanded collabora-
tive research and joint usage during the period of the 
Third Medium-Term Goals and the Medium-Term 
Plan (2016–2021).
Exploring a Framework for Comprehensive 
Research on the Japanese Language
Using various language resources and materials, 
NINJAL intends to explore a framework for compre-
hensive, integrated and transdisciplinary research on 
the Japanese language, including the perspectives of 
cognitive science and informatics.
For the promotion of globalization of research on 
the Japanese language, the Institute will enhance the 
international research network with overseas insti-
tutes, and disseminate research results to the world.
Comprehensive Development of Japanese 
Language Resources
Viewing Japanese as part of the language resourc-
es of humankind, NINJAL has been working to make 
the massive amount of data in Japanese-language 
corpora electronically searchable.
The Balanced Corpus of Contemporary Written 
Japanese (BCCWJ) and the Corpus of spontaneous 
Japanese (CSJ) are used widely not only by Japanese-
language specialists, but by developers working on 
information processing technologies and other users. 
NINJAL will continue to be involved in the expan-
sion and development of other corpora, including one 
on an ultra-large-scale, another for historical Japa-
nese, and others for learners of spoken Japanese and 
for Japanese dialects. The Institute is also planning 
to develop a system that cross-searches the various 
language resources.
人間文化研究機構
National Institutes for the Humanities 自然科学研究機構
National Institutes for Natural Sciences
高エネルギー加速器研究機構
High Energy Accelerator Research Organization
情報・システム研究機構
Research Organization of Information and Systems
National Museum of Japanese History
National Institute of Japanese Literature
National Institute for Japanese Language and Linguistics
International Research Center for Japanese Studies
Research Institute for Humanity and Nature
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人間文化研究機構
National Institutes for the Humanities (NIHU)
資料
Reference Materials






National Institutes for the Humanities　
国立歴史民俗博物館
National Museum of 
Japanese History
国立国語研究所












影山 太郎 前川 喜久雄（教授）
木部 暢子（教授）
国文学研究資料館




Center for Japanese Studies
総合地球環境学研究所
Research Institute for 
Humanity and Nature
国立民族学博物館












Department of Language Change 
and Variation
Department of Crosslinguistic Studies
Center for Research Resources
Center for Corpus Development






















Department of Corpus Studies
Inter-Institutional Research
Bringing together the research results and re-
sources accumulated by its six constituent institutes, 
NIHU plans and implements inter-institutional re-
search that promotes the opening up of new perspec-
tives and the further advancement of research.
Mainly, NINJAL has been in charge of the re-
search from the viewpoint of language.
International Collaborative Research on Japan-
Related Documents and Artifacts Overseas
To clarify the significance of Japanese culture in 
world history and promote international research, 
NIHU established the Committee for Survey and 
Research of Japan-related Documents and Artifacts 
Overseas. It is engaged in the comprehensive survey 
and research of diverse materials held overseas.
NINJAL is cooperating in this research on oral 
documents that, beginning in the early modern pe-
riod, were left overseas in connection with the activi-
ties of Japanese people abroad.
Research Resource Sharing
NIHU developed the Integrated Retrieval System 
(nihuINT) that enables one-touch cross-sectional 
search of numerous databases created by the in-
stitutes, containing information of high value for 
research in the humanities.
NINJAL is cooperating in developing the system by 
providing linguistic expertise, and the databases of 





























・ 日本語研究・日本語教育文献デ ターベ スー
・ 『日本言語地図』地図画像デ ターベ スー
・ 『方言文法全国地図』地図画像デ ターベ スー
・ 蔵書目録デ ターベ スー






























































Department of Linguistic Theory and Structure
KUBOZONO Haruo Director/Professor
Linguistics,…Japanese…Linguistics,…Phonetics,…Phonology,…Endangered…Dialects
Timothy J. VANCE Professor
Linguistics,…Phonetics,…Phonology,…Writing…System
YOKOYAMA Shoichi  Professor
Cognitive…Science,…Psychometrics,…Japanese…Linguistics
KOISO Hanae Associate Professor
Corpus…Linguistics，Discourse…Analysis，Cognitive…Science
TAKADA Tomokazu Associate Professor
Japanese…Linguistics,…Philology,…Writing…System,…Kanji…Processing
MITSUI Harumi Assistant Professor
Japanese…Linguistics,…Sociolinguistics,…Dialectology
FUJIMOTO Akari Project Assistant Professor
Japanese…Linguistics,…Philology,…Pre-modern…Japanese…Dictionaries
FUNAKOSHI Kenshi Project Assistant Professor
Linguistics,…Generative…Grammar,…Syntax







ASAHI Yoshiyuki Associate Professor
Sociolinguistics,……Linguistics,…Japanese…Linguistics
INOUE Fumiko Associate Professor
Linguistics,…Japanese…Linguistics,…Dialectology，Sociolinguistics
KUMAGAI Yasuo Associate Professor
Linguistics,…Japanese…Linguistics
NIINO Naoya Associate Professor
Linguistics,…Japanese…Linguistics
Department of Corpus Studies
MAEKAWA Kikuo Director/Professor
Phonetics,…Corpus…Studies
ASAHARA Masayuki Associate Professor
Natural…Language…Processing
OGISO Toshinobu Associate Professor
Japanese…Linguistics,…Natural…Language…Processing
KASHINO Wakako Associate Professor
Japanese…Linguistics
MARUYAMA Takehiko Associate Professor
Linguistics,…Japanese…Linguistics,…Japanese…Corpus…Linguistics
YAMAGUCHI Masaya Associate Professor
Intelligence…Information…Science,…Science…Education/Educational…Technology
YAMAZAKI Makoto Associate Professor
Quantitative…Study…of…Japanese,…Lexicology,…Corpus,…Thesaurus

























































 < 客員准教授 >
下地　理則 九州大学准教授
[ 時空間変異研究系]
Anna BUGAEVA Project Associate Professor
Linguistics,……Ainu…Linguistics
Center for Research Resources
ISHIMOTO Yuichi Project Assistant Professor
Acoustic…Phonetics,…Speech…Technology
KAGOMIYA Takayuki Project Assistant Professor
Speech…Science





ISHIGURO Kei Associate Professor
Japanese…Linguistics,…Japanese…as…a…Second/Foreign…Language

















































































































































































On December 20, the law for the establishment of the 
National Language Research Institute took effect 
(Act No. 254 of 1948 (Showa 23)). The Meiji Memorial 
Picture Gallery loaned a part of its building to the 
Institute.
1954.1
The Institute was transferred to a building loaned by 
Hitotsubashi University at Kanda, Chiyoda Ward.
1962.4
The Institute was transferred to Nishigaoka, Kita 
Ward.
1968.6
With the establishment of the Agency for Cultural Af-
fairs, the Institute became an affiliated organization 
of the Agency.
1999.12
The law for the Independent Administrative Agency 
"National Institute for Japanese Language" was prom- 
ulgated (Act No. 171 of 1999 (Heisei 11)).
2001.4
The Independent Administrative Agency "National In-
stitute for Japanese Language" was established with 
the Administrative Department and three research 
departments (Language Research Department, Japa-
nese Language Education Department, and Informa-
tion and Resources Department).
2005.2
The Institute was transferred to Midori-cho, Tachi- 
kawa City.
2009.3
A law was enacted for developing MEXT-related laws 
for promoting the reform of independent administra-
tive agencies.
2009.10
The Inter-University Research Institute Corporation, 
National Institutes for the Humanities "National 
Institute for Japanese Language and Linguistics" was 
started with the Administrative Department, and 
four Departments and three Centers (Department 
of Linguistic Theory and Structure, Department of 
Language Change and Variation, Department of 
Corpus Studies, Department of Crosslinguistic Stud-
ies, Center for Research Resources, Center for Corpus 



























1 11 14 1 1 28 20 48
※非常勤職員を除く。　These…figures…exclude…people…working…part-time.
 職員数 Number of Staff





























第 2 代 岩淵　悦太郎
… … 1960年1月22日～1976年1月16日
第 3 代 林　大
… … 1976年1月16日～1982年4月1日
第 4 代 野元　菊雄
… … 1982年4月1日～1990年3月31日
第 5 代 水谷　修
… … 1990年4月1日～1998年3月31日























2015 年度採択課題　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　for 2015 fiscal year




































基盤研究（B）　一般 浅原…正幸 准教授 言語コーパスに対する読文時間付与とその利用 2013-2016
基盤研究（B）　一般 高田…智和 准教授 字体記述のデジタル化に基づく文字規範史の定位 2014-2017
基盤研究（B）　一般 山崎…誠 准教授 会話文への発話者情報の付与によるコーパスの拡張 2015-2018






































































































　Hosting of Visiting Researchers
Hosting of Special Joint Research Fellows 
The Facility















































































National Institute for Japanese
Language and Linguistics
（自治大学校・国立国語研究所）
（Jichidaigakko / Kokuritsu Kokugo Kenkyujo）
国文学研究資料館
National Institute of Japanese Literature
国立極地研究所
National Institute of Polar Research
統計数理研究所











北口 バスのりば 2 番
North Exit Bus Depot, Stop #2




















Short walk from Takamatsu Station, the next stop from 
Tachikawa-kita.
■On Foot   20-minute walk from Tachikawa Station
＜Tachikawa Station on JR Chuo Line＞
From Tokyo or Shinjuku Station, "Rapid" or "Special Rapid" 
trains are strongly recommended.
Special Rapid : approx. 40 mins. from Tokyo / approx. 25 
mins. from Shinjuku
Rapid : approx. 55 mins. from Tokyo / approx. 40 mins. from 
Shinjuku
■By Bus
Take any bus from Stop #2 in the Bus Depot located 
outside the North Exit of JR Tachikawa Station. Get 
off at the 4th stop, "Jichidaigakko/Kokuritsu Kokugo 
Kenkyusho"
交通案内
Access
54 交通案内

